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Dial up the warmth of your décor with 

the buttery yellows and candyfloss 

pinks of a summer sunset 

Solitude four-seater sofa in Mustard 

velvet, £699; Joules Ashwicke large round 

footstool in Rose velvet, £219, both DFS

A splash of colour inside doesn’t 

always need to be bold – create 

a soft background with plaster 

pink and muted white tones

Matt emulsion paint in Snowdrop 

and Powdered Clay, from £14 for 

2.5L, Crown Paints

Pick smaller-scale patterns 

and prints to create an 

effortlessly calming feel

Blue Ditsy Floral bedspread, 

from £140; Blue Ditsy Floral 

cushion, from £20, The 

Cotswold Company

Mix and match 

glossy finishes 

with natural 

textures to 

brighten the look

Arles Forest gloss 

tiles, £39.99 per 

sq m, CTD Tiles

Clockwise from left: Spartan candle holder in 

Beige, £25, Nisi Living. COAT x Maxine Brady 

paint in Kitchen Disco, £40 per 2.5L, COAT Paints. 

Pink and White large flower arrangement in 

vase, £10, Primark. Earthtones Leaves cushion, 

£19.99, Very 

Clockwise from top left: Ena wall hanging, £59.50, Oliver 

Bonas. Duck Egg printed cushion, £19.99, M&Co. Shell 

Chip and Dip plate, £34.50, Oliver Bonas. White and Blue 

patterned towels, from £5.99, M&Co

Nerale wide 

vase in Brown, 

£25, dwell

Spool table lamp, 

£95, Pooky
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We may like to welcome the heat and 
sunshine outdoors during the summer, 

but our interiors are often the place we want 
to retreat to and cool down at this time of 
year. As well as more practical additions such 
as shuttered windows and fans dotted about 
the place, our home décor can also help to 
create a calm haven indoors when we need 
it. Palm-prints and coastal motifs will make 
your space feel in-season, but pair with pale, 
earthy shades for a more refined look.

‘Bringing a sense of peace, soft tones such 
as plaster pink, sun-baked terracotta and olive 
green have a restful effect that will add an 
elegant and comforting touch to bedrooms 
and dining areas,’ explains Kathryn Lloyd, 
Crown Paints Colour Consultant. ‘While an 
individual shade might look too overpowering 
for a soothing scheme, incorporating a few 
tones can work surprisingly well at balancing 
the overall look. Whether opting for neutrals 
or muted contrasting shades, combining two 
or three different colours will maintain the 
calm while adding charm to the room.’

Think about the materials you bring into 
your serene scheme, too. Textured designs 
like macramé not only provide a relaxed, boho 
style but also help to create a cosy space. Use 
aromas to bring everything together – look 
out for fresh and calming notes of eucalyptus 
and mint, or even ocean scents, and allow 
your mind to escape to a relaxing place. 

Keep your cool by decorating your home with relaxing natural tones  

and textures, plus the latest subtle nods to the season

TREND ALERT…Serene summer
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Bring in the boho vibes of the West Coast with on-trend 

rattan furniture and rustic accessories

Brooklyn round dining table, £550; Tahiti dining chairs, £160 

for a set of two; mango wood and glass hurricane, £28; Blonde 

jute circle rug, from £35; wood and rattan shelf, £50, all Next

Linen-look full-

length curtains 

provide shade 

while allowing 

a gentle breeze 

to flow through 

your room

Whisp Collection 

fabric in Surf, 

£54 per metre, 

Prestigious Textiles

Wool carpet keeps your home soft underfoot while 

also keeping cool during the warmer months

Avebury Maddington Mist loop pile wool carpet, from 

£35 per sq m, Cormar Carpets

Scent is just as important as sight and 

touch when creating a rejuvenating 

scheme – we love these refreshing notes 

Tealight holder, £1; Eucalyptus printed reed 

diffuser 100ml, £2.50; Green Wild Mint and 

Basil tub candle, £3.50; Green fluted glass 

tealight holder, £1; large Wild Mint and 

Basil square lid candle, £4; White single 

wick crackle votive candle, £2.50, all Primark

Clockwise from top left: Fake plant, £12.99, 

M&Co. White ceramic watering can, £9.99, 

TK Maxx. Bee salad servers, £18, Next. Mint 

Green velvet cushion, £12.99, Mint & May

Clockwise from left: Beige Face detail vase, 

£5, Primark. COAT x Alex Serruys paint in Felt 

Cute, £40 per 2.5L, COAT Paints. Bluebellgray 

Market Stripe Cerise mug, £11.50, Mclaggan. 

Boho luxe macramé shade, £30, Habitat

Palm Tree side 

table, £99.99, 

TK Maxx
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PRETTY PLATES
Serve up your favourite summer 

dishes on these on-trend designs

Spend Vs Save
Keep clutter at bay with a stylish basket

Large woven collapsible 

basket, £8, Primark

Rixy soft woven basket,  

£30, La Redoute

Homespun 

large plate, 

£2, Wilko

Breezy 

dinner 

plate, £16, 

Nisi Living

Cream 

and Blue 

plate, £4.99, 

Homesense

Bordallo  

Pinheiro  

Maria Flor  

Daisy dessert 

plate, £20, Amara

Desert 

bamboo 

side plate, 

£1, B&M


